Sensys Gatso activates first section control systems on rural roads in the Netherlands

Sensys Gatso Group, a global leader in traffic safety solutions, has received notification from the Dutch Prosecution Service that the first section control system is accepted and will be put in operation from July 7th 2020 onwards.

In June 2018 Sensys Gatso was awarded a procurement award to supply, install, maintain and operate Point-to-Point systems on rural roads in the Netherlands. The value of the total project is EUR 6.6 million, corresponding to SEK 66 million. Half of the project value is TRaaS or recurring revenue. From June 2018 Sensys Gatso has been working to develop the solution according to the specifications of the customer, to install the hardware on the roadside and to run the several test programs on the software and hardware.

With the acceptance of the first section control system by the customers, Sensys Gatso can also finish the installation and acceptance of the other 9 section control systems which are planned for 2020. Sensys Gatso’s proven technology provides a reliable and fair solution to measure speed over a specific distance. Therefore it greatly influences driver behaviour and has a direct impact on road safety.

“We are pleased that the Public Prosecution Service is satisfied with the performance of our section control system. With this important milestone we can continue to implement the other section control systems on rural roads and make an important contribution to road safety in the Netherlands”, says Michael Schouten, Delivery Manager Sensys Gatso Netherlands.
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